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{ 2 {POLARIZATION IS UNIQUE!!
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Abstract. — In two companion papers (Paper I, Hamaker et al. 1996; Paper II, Sault et al. 1996), a new theory
of radio-interferometric polarimetry and its application to the calibration of interferometer arrays are presented.
To complete our study of radio polarimetry, we examine here the definition of the Stokes parameters adopted by
Commission 40 of the IAU (1974) and the way this definition works out in the mathematical equations. Using the
formalism of Paper I, we give a simplified derivation of the frequently-cited ‘black-box’ formula originally derived by
Morris et al. (1964). We show that their original version is in error in the sign of Stokes V , the correct sign being that
given by Weiler (1973) and Thompson et al. (1986).
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1. Introduction

In a companion paper (Hamaker et al. 1996, Paper I) we
have presented a theory that describes the operation of a
polarimetric radio interferometer in terms of the proper-
ties of its constituent elements and in doing so unifies the
heretofore disjoint realms of radio and optical polarime-
try. In a second paper (Sault et al., Paper II) we apply
this theory along with theorems borrowed from optical
polarimetry to the problem of calibrating an interferome-
ter array such as an aperture-synthesis telescope.

In practical applications, the theory must be supple-
mented by precise definitions of the coordinate frames
and the Stokes parameters that are used. This problem
was first addressed by the Institute of Radio Engineers in
1942; the most recent version of their definition was pub-
lished in 1969 (IEEE 1969). For radio-astronomical ap-
plications, the IAU (1974) endorses the IEEE standard,
supplementing it with definitions of the Cartesian coordi-
nate frame shown in Fig. 1 and of the sign of the Stokes
parameter V .

Most published work on actual polarimetric interfer-
ometer observations infers the source’s Stokes-parameter
brightness distributions from a formula derived by Morris
et al. (1964). Weiler (1973) rederives their result, agreeing
except for the sign of Stokes V . Thompson et al. (1987)
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include his version in their textbook, even though they
suggest in their wording that they agree with Morris et al.
Clearly the situation needs to be clarified; starting from a
complete interpretation of the definitions, we are in a good
position to do so. We shall show Weiler’s version indeed
to be the correct one.

2. The Stokes parameters in a single point in the

field

The definition of the Stokes parameters most frequently
found in the literature is in terms of the auto- and cross-
correlations of the x and y components of the oscillating
electrical field vectors in a Cartesian frame whose z axis
is along the direction of propagation. Following the no-
tation of Paper I, we represent the components of the
electric field by their time-varying complex amplitudes
e
x
(t), e

y
(t). The Stokes parameters are then customarily

defined by (e.g. Born & Wolf; Thompson et al. 1986):
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{ 6 {POLARIZATION IS COMPLICATED ??It's done using STOKES PARAMETERS.
There are four. They need to be measuredand alibrated. Their oÆial de�nitions lookawfully ompliated...
but it's not that ompliated!



{ 7 {STOKES PARAMETERS: BASICSStokes parameters are linear ombinations ofpower measured in orthogonal polarizations.I = E2X + E2Y = E20Æ + E290ÆQ = E2X � E2Y = E20Æ � E290ÆU = E245Æ � E2�45ÆV = E2LCP � E2RCPThe �rst is total intensity. It is the sum of anytwo orthogonal polarizations.The seond two ompletely speify linear po-larization.The last ompletely spei�es irular polar-ization.We like to write the Stokes vetor
S =

26664 IQUV
37775 :



{ 8 {CONVENTIONAL LINEARPOLARIZATION PARAMETERSAS � CHANGES, WE HAVEQI = pQU os(2�)UI = pQU sin(2�)
X

Y

χ

POSITION ANGLE OF LINEAR POLARIZA-TION: � = 0:5 tan�1 UQFRACTIONAL LINEAR POLARIZATION:pQU = "�QI �2 +�UI �2#1=2



{ 9 {HEY!!! LINEAR POLARIZATION\DIRECTION" ??Look at the �gure again:
X

Y

χ

THERE'S NO ARROWHEAD ON THAT \VEC-TOR"!! That's beause it's the angle 2�, not�, that's important.Moral of this story:�NEVER say \linear polarization DIRECTION".
� INSTEAD, always say \linear polarizationORIENTATION".



{ 10 {OTHER CONVENTIONALPOLARIZATION PARAMETERSFRACTIONAL CIRCULAR POLARIZATION:
pV = VITOTAL FRACTIONAL POLARIZATION:

p = "�QI �2 +�UI �2 +�VI �2#1=2
If both pQU and pV are nonzero, then the po-larization is elliptial.



{ 11 {THE (NON) SENSE OF CIRCULARPOLARIZATIONHow is Right-hand Cirular Polarizationde�ned?� If you're a physiist: lokwise as seen bythe reeiver.� If you're an eletrial engineer: the IEEEonvention, lokwise as seen by the trans-mitter. Hey!!! what does the reeiver see???� If you're a radio astronomer: the tehnialroots are in mirowave engineering, so it'sthe IEEE onvention. Probably!! You'd bet-ter hek with your reeiver engineers! Or, tobe reaelly sure, measure it yourself by trans-mitting a helix from a known vantage point(and remember that V hanges sign whenthe signal reets from a surfae!).� If you're an optial astronomer: you read ito� the label of the amera and you have noidea (your main goal is to get grant money,so getting the siene right is too muh trou-ble).



{ 12 {THE (NON) SENSE OF STOKES VOK. . .Now that we have RCP straight, howabout Stokes V ?� If you're a physiist: V = RCP { LCP . CAU-TION! This might not be orret. Cur-rently looking into this!!� If you're an eletrial engineer: there's noIEEE onvention. Radio astronomers' on-vention is, historially, from Kraus (e.g. his\ANTENNAS" or his \RADIO ASTRON-OMY": V = LCP { RCP . Hey! With Kraus'sde�nition of V , do physiists and engineers agree???� If you're an oÆial of the International As-tronomial Union (IAU): The IAU uses theIEEE onvention for RCP. . . ,and it de�nes V = RCP { LCP , meaningthat, for V , the IAU di�ers from both the physi-ist and the Kraus onvention!.IS ALL THIS PERFECTLY CLEAR?(It's not to me! I thought I understood Stokes V de�nitions, but my grad studentTim Robishaw tells me I was wrong. . . so don't have too muh faith in anything yousee on this page!!)



{ 13 {RADIOASTRONOMICAL FEEDSFeeds are normally designed to approximatepure linear or irular|known as native linearor native irular.Generally speaking, native linear feeds areintrinsially aurate and provide true linear.However, native irular feeds are less aurate andtheir exat polarization response is frequeny depen-dent.



{ 14 {At the GBT:� Feeds below 8 GHz are native linear.� Feeds above 8 GHz are native irular. Forthe 8-10 GHz reeiver, the response hangesfrom pure irular at 8 GHz to 14% elliptialat 10 GHz.At ARECIBO:� Feeds at 1-2 GHz and 4-6 GHz are nativelinear. In fat, most feeds are native linear.�However, a ouple are native irular. Cir-ular is ahieved with waveguide turnstilejuntions, whih an be tuned to poduevery aurate polarization at the enter fre-queny. However, these are narrow banddevies: the feeds beome inreasingly el-liptial, hanging to linear and bak againover frequeny intervals � 100 MHz!



{ 15 {REAL RADIO ASTRONOMERS MEASUREALL STOKES PARAMETERSSIMULTANEOUSLY!Extrating two orthogonal polarizations pro-vides all the information; you an synthesize allother E �elds from the two measured ones!Example: Sample (EX; EY ) and synthesize E45from (EX; EY ):

To generate E45, add (EX; EY ) with no phasedi�erene.To generate ELCP , add (EX; EY ) with a 90Æphase di�erene.



{ 16 {CARRYING THROUGH THE ALGEBRAFOR THE TWO LINEARS . . .It's lear that
E45Æ = E0Æ + E90Æp2E�45Æ = E0Æ � E90Æp2Write the two linear Stokes parameters:

Q = E2X � E2Y = E20Æ � E290Æ
U = E245Æ � E2�45Æ= 2EXEYSTOKES U IS GIVEN BY THE CROSS-CORRELATION EXEYTo get V , throw a 90Æ phase fator into theorrelation.



{ 17 {DOTTING THE I'S AND CROSSING THET'S GIVES. . .Carrying through the algebra and paying at-tention to omplex onjugates and extratingthe real part of the expressions yields (for thease of sampling linear polarization (X; Y ):
I = EXEX + EYEY � XX
Q = EXEX � EYEY � YY
U = EXEY + EXEY � XY
iV = EXEY � EXEY � YXThe overbar indiates the omplex onjugate.These produts are time averages; we have omit-ted the indiative hi brakets to avoid lutter.



{ 18 {IMPORTANT FACT for NATIVE LINEARFEEDS::Stokes I and Q are the sum and di�ereneof self-produts. These self-produts are large|equal to the full system temperature|so Q isthe di�erene between two large numbers, andis orrespondingly inaurate.Stokes U and V are sums and di�erenes ofross produts. These ross produts are small|infat, in the absene of polarization they shouldequal ZERO! So...For small polarizations, ross produts are muhless subjet to error than self-produts.
COROLLARY:To aurately measure small linear polarization,use a dual irular feed (for whih Q and U areross produts); to aurately measure smallirular polarization, use a dual linear feed (forwhih V is a ross produt)..



{ 19 {THE MUELLER MATRIXThe output terminals of a native linear feedprovides voltages that sample the E-�elds EXand EY ; this it provides diretly the Stokesparameters I (from XX + YY) and Q (fromXX�YY).Rotating the feed by 45Æ interhanges XXand YY, so it provides diretly I and U .A native irular feed adds a 90Æ phase to X(or Y ) and provides diretly the Stokes param-eters I (from XX+YY) and V (from XX�YY).We express these interhanges of power amongStokes parameters with the Mueller matrix M.26664 XXYYXYYX
37775 =M�

26664 IQUV
37775 (1)



{ 20 {Some examples of Mueller matries:(1) A dual linear feed: M is unitary.(2). A dual linear feed rotated 45Æ: Q andU interhange, together with a sign hange asbe�ts rotation:
M =

26664 1 0 0 00 0 1 00 �1 0 00 0 0 1
37775 : (2)

(3). A dual linear feed rotated 90Æ, whihreverses the signs of Q and U :
M =

26664 1 0 0 00 �1 0 00 0 �1 00 0 0 1
37775 : (3)



{ 21 {(4) The above are speial instrutive ases.As an alt-az telesope traks a soure, the feedrotates on the sky by the parallati angle PAaz.
MSKY =

26664 1 0 0 00 os 2PAaz sin 2PAaz 00 � sin 2PAaz os 2PAaz 00 0 0 1
37775 : (4)

The entral 2� 2 submatrix is, of ourse, noth-ing but a rotation matrix. MSKY doesn't hangeI or V .(5). A dual irular feed, for whih V = XX�YY:
M =

26664 1 0 0 00 0 0 10 0 1 00 �1 0 0
37775 : (5)



{ 22 {For a perfet system, as we trak a linearlypolarized soure aross the sky the parallatiangle PA hanges. This should produe:� For XX�YY, [os 2(PAAZ +PASRC)℄ enteredat zero;� For XY, [sin 2(PAAZ+PASRC)℄ entered at zero;� For YX, zero (most soures have zero iru-lar polarization).



{ 23 {REAL DATA: NATIVE LINEARPOLARIZATION
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Rcvr1_2  1420 MHz  BRD0  3C286  3−AUG−2003
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DELTAG = −0.040 ± 0.016
PSI = −16.0 ± 4.8
ALPHA = +0.2 ± 2.4
EPSILON = 0.004 ± +0.004
PHI = +162.1 ± 50.3
QSRC = −0.040 ± 0.006
USRC = −0.085 ± 0.006
POLSRC = +0.094 ±  0.000
PASRC (**UNCORRECTED FOR M ASTRO**) = −57.7 ± 0.0
NR GOOD POINTS:   X−Y = 41   XY = 42   YX = 42  /  42
SCAN 26
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Mueller Matrix:

      1.0000    −0.0198    −0.0085      0.0026
    −0.0198      1.0000      0.0002      0.0075
    −0.0074    −0.0021      0.9612      0.2760
      0.0050    −0.0073    −0.2760      0.9611



{ 25 {REAL DATA: NATIVE CIRCULARPOLARIZATION



{ 26 {
Rcvr8_10  10000 MHz  BRD0  SP  3C138  12−JAN−2003
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DELTAG = −0.096 ± 0.004
PSI = +0.0 ± 0.0
ALPHA = −47.6 ± 0.5
EPSILON = +0.004 ± 0.001
PHI = +113.5 ± 18.2
QSRC = −0.002 ± 0.001
USRC = +0.107 ± 0.001
POLSRC = +0.107 ±  0.001
PASRC (**UNCORRECTED FOR M ASTRO**) = +45.47 ± 0.38
NR GOOD POINTS:   X−Y = 23   XY = 23   YX = 23  /  23
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Mueller Matrix:

      1.0000      0.0107    −0.0028      0.0475
    −0.0482    −0.0903      0.0001    −0.9959
    −0.0028    −0.0000      1.0000      0.0000
      0.0064      0.9959      0.0000    −0.0900



{ 27 {THE SINGLE MATRIX FOR THERADIOASTRONOMICAL RECEIVERThe observing system onsists of several dis-tint elements, eah with its own Mueller ma-trix. The matrix for the whole system is theprodut of all of them. Matries are not om-mutative, so we must be areful with the orderof multipliation.MTOT = 2664 1 (�2� sin� sin 2�+ �G2 os 2�) 2� os� (2� sin� os 2�+ �G2 sin 2�)�G2 os 2� 0 sin 2�2� os(�+  ) sin 2� sin os � os 2� sin 2� sin(� +  ) � sin 2� os sin os 2� os 3775 :NOTE: The Mueller matrix has 16 elements,but ONLY 7 INDEPENDENT PARAMETERS. Thematrix elements are not all independent.



{ 28 {�G is the error in relative intensity alibra-tion of the two polarization hannels. It re-sults from an error in the relative al values(TalA; TalB). is the phase di�erene between the al andthe inoming radiation from the sky (equiva-lent in spirit to LX�LY on our blok diagram..� is a measure of the voltage ratio of the po-larization ellipse produed when the feed ob-serves pure linear polarization.� is the relative phase of the two voltagesspei�ed by �.� is a measure of imperfetion of the feed inproduing nonorthogonal polarizations (falseorrelations) in the two orrelated outputs.� is the phase angle at whih the voltageoupling � ours. It works with � to ouple Iwith (Q;U; V ).�astron is the angle by whih the derived po-sition angles must be rotated to onform withthe onventional astronomial de�nition.



{ 29 {THE RECEIVER INTRODUCESINSTRUMENTAL POLARIZATION

Cable lengths introdue phase delays. Ca-bles are never idential!Ampli�er gains are omplex: amplitude andphase.Most ampli�ers introdue a 180Æ phase inver-sion. If the two hannels have di�erent num-bers of ampli�ers. . .



{ 30 {The reeiver introdues mutual oupling amongall four Stokes parameters. This oupling isdesribed:� For the 2-element voltage (Jones) vetor,by the 2� 2 Jones Matrix;� For the 4-element Stokes vetor, by the 4�4Mueller Matrix.One must orret for this!



{ 31 {THE CAL...OUR CONVENIENTINTENSITY AND PHASE REFERENCEThe signal and al share ommon paths afterthe wavy line.If we know the relative gains and phase ofthe al, we remove the system ontributions.We determine (G;�)al by omparing the aldeetion with the deetion of a known astro-nomial soure (e.g. 3C286). This determinesthe Mueller matrix parameters.We assume that the al remains onstant.After returning the to the telesope after aninterval of months, it is wise to hek!



{ 32 {AN IMPORTANT POINT: THETA VARIESWITH FREQUENCYThe di�erene in path length �L means thatthe relative phase of Ex and Ey hanges withfrequeny. Thus � hanges with frequeny.d�df = 2� �L � 0:3 radMHzThis orresponds to
�L � 20 m

The onsequenes:� You must inlude the frequeny dependenein your least squares �t. This is a bit triky.� You annot do ontinuum polarization oversigni�ant bandwidths without inluding d�df .



{ 33 {REMEMBER THIS # 1: AVERAGINGLINEAR POLARIZATIONS!!!Suppose you average two polarization obser-vations together: Observation 1 has p = 13:6%and � = 2ÆObservation 2 has p = 13:7% and � = 178ÆNOTE THAT THE POSITION ANGLES AGREETO WITHIN 4 DEGREES.If you average p and �, you get p = 13:65%and � = 90Æ.THIS IS INCORRECT!!!!!!!!!



{ 34 {Often you �nd yourself needing to ombinepolarizations. For example, if you measure thepolarization of some objet several times, youneed to average the results.There is only one proper way to ombine po-larizations, and that is to use the Stokes pa-rameters. The reason is simple: beause ofonservation of energy, powers add and sub-trat.What you must always do is onvert the fra-tional polarization and position angle to Stokesparameters, average the Stokes parameters, andonvert bak to frational polarization and po-sition angle.



{ 35 {REMEMBER THIS # 2: SHOULD YOUGENERATE CIRCULARS WITH APOST-AMP HYBRID???Some astronomers believe that soure uxes(that's Stokes I) are better measured with ir-ular polarization. Reeiver engineers aom-modate them with a post-amp hybrid:

Using this system properly requires a muhmore ompliated alibration proedure.Example: If GY = 0, the system still appearsto work!! JUST SAY NO!!!!!!



{ 36 {REMEMBER THIS #3:CROSSCORRERLATION VERSUSDIFFERENCING!!!

Look at the wild utuations for the 1420MHz position angle measurement (native linear|di�erening). This NEVER happens with ross-orrelation (9495 MHz). Crossorreelation isalso less noisy (At 1420 MHz 3C286 is � 1:5Tsys;at 9493 MHz 3C286 is � 0:5Tsys).



{ 37 {POLARIZED BEAM EFFECTS: BEAMSQUINT



{ 38 {POLARIZED BEAM EFFECTS: BEAMSQUASH



{ 39 {POLARIZED BEAM EFFECTS: BEAMSQUOOSH(To be honest, we've seen tentative evidenefor squoosh, and only then at the GBT)



{ 40 {



{ 41 {
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{ 43 {



{ 44 {THE EFFECT ON ASTRONOMICALPOLARIZATION MEASUREMENTSLarge-sale features have spatial struture ofStokes I.Express this variation by a two-dimensionalTaylor expansion. Beam squint responds to the�rst derivative; beam squash and beam squoos re-sphond to the seond.The polarized beam struture interats withthe Stokes I derivatives to produe FAKE RE-SULTS in the polarized Stokes parameters (Q;U; V ).The e�ets are exaerbated by the polarizedsidelobes, whih are further from beam en-ter.Stokes I derivatives of 1 K armin�1 and se-ond derivative 1 K armin�2 (values whih arenot neessarily realisti) yield fake results forStokes Q;U � 0:3 K. For Stokes V the ontri-butions are about ten times smaller, � 0:03 K.



{ 45 {The frational polarization of extended emis-sion tends to be small, so spatial gradients in Ian be very serious. For example, if the entralveloity of the 21-m line has a spatial gradientdvd� = 1 km s�1 deg�1 we get Bfake � 1:1 �G.Correting for these e�ets at Areibo is aompliated business beause of the PA varia-tion with azimuth and zenith angle. It is alsoan unertain business, espeially for (Q;U) andsomewhat less so for V , beause these vari-ations are unpreditable and must be deter-mined empirially.It's diÆult at the GBT, too. Contrary topopular opinion, the GBT is not sidelobe-free.We're still working on it. . .


